EWWR good practices and case studies
1. Details of Action:
EWWR Organiser: ADEME
Country/Region: FRANCE
Name of nominated project developer: SYCTOM, l'Agence métropolitaine des déchets ménagers
Name of nominated action: The Anti-waste Kitchen)
Place:
Town: 40 communities
Region: Ile-de-France
Country: France
Nominee category: Administration/public authority
Dates of action: 20-28/11/2010
Year: 2010

2. Please select the theme(s) highlighted in the action:
Too Much Waste
Better Consumption
Better Production
A Life for Products
Less Waste thrown Away
3. Type of Action
Action open to general public
Action open to a target group
Action based on the production of communication tools
Other, please specify:
4. Please give a detailed and precise description of the nominated action:
The Anti-Waste kitchen is a fun and interactive awareness raising toolkit developed by SYCTOM (metropolitan
agency for municipal waste) that focuses on food waste reduction. Visitors are invited to get in a space designed
like a kitchen in which each steps of the day-to-day life (for example go shopping, store away its products, prepare
the dishes and write down on its shopping list notebook,…) are depicted. This kitchen hosts various activities, such
as quiz games, “Did you know that..?”, “Right or Wrong..?” and people get simple prevention messages and tips on
how to change their behaviours. Some of those messages are on what food waste is, why each of us throw food
away, how to buy and store better… In other words: How to simply throw less waste!

5. Please describe the target audience and how the action motivated its public/target audience, as well as
the number of participants:

The toolkit has been made available to the member communities of the metropolitan agency for municipal waste.
During the EWWR itself, more than 40 communities and some association used this new kit for the first time.
Several press releases were published for this purpose (see below). Each person who tested the kitchen did
receive a dish towel on which various “best practices” are printed.
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6. Please explain why you have decided to nominate this action for a EWWR Award, following the main
criteria listed here below (you can add your criteria if needed):
1) visibility and communicational aspects
2) good practice, originality and exemplarity
3) quality of content and focus on waste prevention,
4) European reproducibility
5) follow-up in long-term and lasting impact

The kitchen is the place in the house where most of the household waste is yielded.
This initiative is particularly original, because the participants are invited to evolve in a – almost – real kitchen in
which all best practices are detailed. This action focuses on the “less waste thrown away” principle, waste reduction
habits being one of the main challenges of the EWWR. The originality & quality of this exhibition give the Anti-waste
kitchen its place among the “awardable actions”.

7. Please provide us with photos, videos, weblinks or any other material that would help the jury to better
understand the nominated EWWR action. Where possible, provide basic translation into English.
The Anti-Waste Kitchen scene
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The Anti-Waste communication’s toolkit :
-

Brochures
« Best kitchen
practices » towel
- Anti-Waste Receipe
book
- …
More information :
http://www.syctomparis.fr/edi/collectivite/outilscommunication/outilssyctom/cuisine.html

Article on the ORDIF website
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Article on lalettreducadre.fr
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Press article in LeParisien.fr
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